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Abstract

Background—Advances in DNA Microarray devices and next-generation massively parallel DNA sequencing platforms have led to an exponential growth in data availability but the arising opportunities require adequate computing resources. High Performance Computing (HPC) in the Cloud offers an affordable way of meeting this need.

Objectives—Bioconductor, a popular tool for high-throughput genomic data analysis, is distributed as add-on modules for the R statistical programming language but R has no native capabilities for exploiting multi-processor architectures. SPRINT is an R package that enables easy access to HPC for genomics researchers. This paper investigates: setting up and running SPRINT-enabled genomic analyses on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), the advantages of submitting applications to EC2 from different parts of the world and, if resource underutilization can improve application performance.

Methods—The SPRINT parallel implementations of correlation, permutation testing, partitioning around medoids and the multi-purpose papply have been benchmarked on data sets of
various size on Amazon EC2. Jobs have been submitted from both the UK and Thailand to investigate monetary differences.

Results—It is possible to obtain good, scalable performance but the level of improvement is dependent upon the nature of algorithm. Resource underutilization can further improve the time to result. End-user’s location impacts on costs due to factors such as local taxation. Conclusions: Although not designed to satisfy HPC requirements, Amazon EC2 and cloud computing in general provides an interesting alternative and provides new possibilities for smaller organisations with limited funds.
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1. Introduction

There are few other fields in science that have developed so rapidly in the last few decades as Genetics and Biotechnology. With the advance and commercialisation of DNA Microarray devices and systems [1] the process of reading multiple gene expression levels or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) can be done in a highly efficient parallel manner, leading to exponential growth of available microarray data. This data and technology allows the scientific community to better understand the nature of genetically caused anomalies and identify gene signatures that might correspond to diseases like cancer [2, 39]. Experimental microarray data, where published, is in most cases stored in publicly available repositories such as The Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [3] or The ArrayExpress Archive [4] making them accessible to many more scientists and projects. The number of microarray samples that researchers have access to numbers hundreds of thousands. This allows significant refinement of the outcomes of many Genomics research projects, as long as scientists have enough computing power to process these huge amounts of data. This greatly increased the rate at which data on biological systems is generated and has led to corresponding challenges in analyzing the data through advanced computational techniques.

In the last few years there has been a further technological breakthrough in the field of DNA sequencing. The current next-generation massively parallel DNA sequencing platforms like the 454 Pyrosequencing system or Illumina Genome Analyzer [5] have accelerated the sequencing process and reduced the cost of DNA sequencing by several orders of magnitude, breaking the monopoly of major genome centres for large scale genomic research. With this affordable next-generation technology even small research groups are able to conduct experiments such as studying the nature of the physical and behavioural inheritance process by sequencing the DNA of more complex organisms involved in a matter of days rather than months. It is expected that with the current pace of DNA sequencing technology development, personal genomics will soon become a common patient diagnostic practice.

These new technologies are opening up fascinating opportunities in the field of biology but they also require adequate computing resources and methodologies. For example, a single sequencing run can produce about 1TB [6] of data and usually a full experiment requires 20 or more sequencing runs. Processing and analysis of data of such a size means billions or trillions of operations need to be executed. It has therefore become obvious that it is not possible to fully exploit this new technology without overcoming the software and infrastructure limitations that are often present for smaller research facilities.

One way to overcome these barriers is to take advantage of High Performance Computing (HPC) solutions, such as SMP (Symmetric Multi-processing) clusters, GPUs (Graphical
Processing Units) or even multi-core workstations. However, investing in HPC infrastructure may require substantial funds, staff effort and expertise. Hosting and maintaining a purpose-built scientific cluster, which in most cases is often underutilised, is not the most flexible solution for ventures with limited budgets. In such cases Cloud computing seems to be a more elastic and affordable alternative. Whether it really is more efficient and cost-effective in the long term still needs to be proven.

In addition, even the most powerful computing cluster is useless without proper software. Bioconductor [7] is one of the most popular tools for the analysis of high-throughput genomic data. It is free, open source and distributed as a set of add-on modules for the R statistical programming language [8]. R itself is a high-level, interpreted language that has no native capabilities for exploiting multi-processor architectures. The Simple Parallel R INTerface (SPRINT) [9] is an R package that offers both a parallel functions library, optimised for processing huge data sets, and an interface for adding parallel functions to R. The aim of the SPRINT package is to allow R users to use parallel versions of the most common computationally intensive, genomic analysis functions, without the need for parallel programming skills and experience. A number of parallel functions (namely correlation, clustering, rank product, permutation test, bootstrap, random forest classifier and the apply method) are available in SPRINT. The SPRINT package has been tested on several HPC architectures including the UK’s national supercomputer service HECToR and has exhibited very good performance and speedup up to 512 processors ([10], [11], [12]). The SPRINT package has therefore proven to be an efficient parallel solution for R users on dedicated HPC infrastructure.

2. Objectives

In the context of rising interests and applications of Cloud technologies, the objective of the work reported here is to investigate the performance of SPRINT when it is executed within a Cloud environment in order to determine if Cloud computing can offer a viable alternative for those organisations who have reached a limit in their existing computational infrastructure for genomics data analysis but do not wish, or indeed, have the necessary funds, time and expertise to purchase, build, maintain and exploit a dedicated HPC resource. Although SPRINT is designed to work on HPC clusters, it should be possible to run it on any parallel architecture that supports MPI [21] and has access to a shared disk space. To test this, Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) was chosen as the IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) provider for the Cloud environment simply because at the time of writing it is the most popular and widely accessible service worldwide. This paper therefore documents the performance of SPRINT on EC2, the steps needed to set up a dedicated cluster within the virtualized environment and how to deploy the required software and data upon it for running SPRINT-enabled analyses.

Despite the generic advantages Cloud computing offers, these infrastructures still have limitations regardless of the software used. One of these limitations is the variability of the platform which can appear in many forms. Due to the global nature of Cloud computing, regional dependencies can exist where it may be more advantageous to submit applications to the cloud environment from one part of the world than another. This variability can have a substantial effect where, for example, the operational costs of one laboratory may be greater than that of another based in a different country using the same technologies. SPRINT has therefore been used to illustrate the magnitude of cost disparities between submitting computational jobs from both the UK and Thailand.

Regardless of country, the computational job’s configuration can affect the operating costs as these depend on the amount of resources reserved in a Cloud. By exploring the effect of
underutilization, this work will also illustrate how to improve an applications performance on EC2 via underutilization of resources, i.e. committing more resources than the application requires in order to improve the reliability of the performance and hence the quality of service to the end user. This in turn can lower costs due to the lowered completion time of the application, however the rate of underutilization is application dependent. Hence common, vital computational jobs will give differing performance and cost results simply due to their chosen cloud configuration. This paper reports on experiments undertaken to discover the effects of end-user location and the configuration they may use to run their computational job. Since the results produced are likely to affect a large population of potential cloud applications, this can give existing and new research organisations the required information on how to best exploit the use of Amazon EC2 as well as other cloud provider services according to their research priorities.

In summary, in this paper we report on:

- the installation and configuration of R and SPRINT in a cloud environment, specifically Amazon Elastic Cloud (EC2) [13];
- benchmark results collected for a number of SPRINT-enabled R functions on these Amazon EC2 resources;
- using SPRINT to probe whether regional differences between the UK and Thailand exist in monetary terms on the cloud; and finally,
- using SPRINT to investigate the merits of resource underutilization on the Amazon EC2 cloud.

3. Background

3.1 In the Clouds

The costs of building and maintaining a scientific computing cluster for processing large data sets gathered by modern genomic analyses are high. Not only is there the cost of computing hardware, there is also the cost of software licences, operational costs such as energy, additional staff and potentially software consultancy to port existing data processing workflows. Organisations dealing with genomic research however, increasingly require access to high-end computing resources. Those with limited funds are more likely to consider moving to a computing service model offered by many Cloud providers. This is therefore a potential new requirement of software or platform solutions.

There are a number of projects that attempt to utilise Cloud computing for genomic research. One example is the BLAST [14] library, one of the most widely used and computationally demanding tools for rapid sequence comparison. Several parallel implementations of the library are being developed on different Cloud platforms including Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure [15], [16]. The Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [17] is another very interesting analysis tool for next-generation sequencer data. This is a programming framework written in Java that is based on the functional programming paradigm of MapReduce [22]. The advantage of MapReduce is that it can scale very well on large number of nodes. However, a major limitation is that the map and reduce steps must not depend on each other thus narrowing down the number of problems that could be solved using this approach.

3.2 Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)

Amazon Web Services (AWS) offer their Elastic Compute Cloud as an Infrastructure as a Service where virtual machines (or instances) are provided with access to raw resources such as storage and networking. This enables users to rent scalable virtual computing
resources, available in multiple locations across the globe, divided into different Regions and Availability Zones. Once such a resource is rented, a user can choose and instantiate a preconfigured system image, called an Amazon Machine Image (AMI), with a selected operating system and a set of desired software that is already installed. Once booted, such a virtual machine, called an instance in the Amazon nomenclature, can be accessed via any ssh client after providing the appropriate access key. A number of such instances can be grouped into a computing cluster.

Instances are deployed upon data centre machines within a specific Region chosen by the cloud user. Regions are defined as separate geographical areas within which, multiple Availability Zones exist that are distinct areas that aid in replication and increase fault tolerance. For example, if an instance fails in one Availability Zone, an application can still operate provided that another instance is running in another Availability Zone. However costs for computation, storage and network communication can differ in each of these Regions.

As a result of the disjointed infrastructure, several data-transfer mechanisms exist: Internet Data Transfer (IDT), Regional Data Transfer (RDT) and Availability Zone Data Transfer (AZDT). IDT describes data transferred from within an instance (or any Amazon Web Service) to a location outside the Region, and vice versa. RDT describes data transferred between instances in different Availability Zones within a Region; its cost equivalent in all Regions. Finally, AZDT is data transferred between instances within the same Availability Zone and is free.

3.3 SPRINT – Simple Parallel R INterface

SPRINT is one attempt to incorporate parallel capabilities into R. Schmidberger et al [18] provide an overview of other packages that offer tools for enabling parallel execution of R scripts. However, most of these packages only allow the parallelisation of trivial problems, where no data dependency occurs. This includes the more recent parallel R package available in R version 2.14. This usually means that each process taking part in the computation receives a portion of data and operates independently of other participating processes in a so called “task farm” approach. The Rmpi package [19], which is a R wrapper around Message Passing Interface (MPI) [21], allows a fuller exploitation of parallel programming techniques. However, this requires knowledge and experience in parallel programming. What makes SPRINT different is that it offers easy access to HPC, yet hides the complexity of parallel programming whilst still offering access to functionality that operates on complex data dependent workflows. It contains a library of selected R functions that have been parallelised and allows the addition of parallelised functions to R by the community. To ease usability, the interface of the parallelised functions is deliberately kept as similar as possible to the original functions. For example, a call to a serial correlation function cor(MtxA, MtxB) becomes simply pcor(MtxA, MtxB).

The core of the SPRINT framework is implemented in the C programming language and the MPI parallel programming interface whilst the user interface is written in R. The package provides an HPC harness that allows R scripts to run on a number of parallel architectures from HPC clusters to multi-core desktop machines. SPRINT should be able to run on any Cloud cluster as long as all computing nodes have access to a shared disk space. A more detailed view of the architecture of the SPRINT runtime is presented in Figure 1. The SPRINT architecture acts as an HPC harness managing a number of processors that can be assigned different tasks or put to sleep while the sequential part of the R script is executed.

In Figure 1 Figure 1a job starts by requesting a predefined number of processors and initialising the R runtime on all the acquired nodes. The SPRINT library is loaded and...
initialises the MPI environment. Based on a process identifier, SPRINT distinguishes between the master and worker nodes, which follow different execution paths. All worker nodes immediately after being initialised, enter a loop waiting for command code sent from the master process. After the SPRINT library is loaded the R script execution is continued only on the master process. When an R SPRINT-enabled function is called in the R script, execution control is passed from R to SPRINT whereupon the master process wakes up all the worker nodes and broadcasts a function signature that will be invoked on all processes. Depending on the function, the data is distributed between processes and computation continues in parallel. The fact that MPI is initialised in the R memory space means the R runtime environment can be accessed on all the processes. This allows the handling of native R objects in C and most importantly means that R expressions can be evaluated from C. This feature provides flexibility when adding new functions to SPRINT meaning that parallel SPRINT-enabled functions can either consist of a complete parallel re-implementation of the function or utilise the existing serial R implementation of a function within a parallel harness. After all the computation is completed on the worker processes, results are sent back to the master process and returned to R. This is repeated for all parallel SPRINT functions present in the user’s script. Before exiting the R runtime the `terminate` function is called on the master. This shuts down the SPRINT framework, by sending an appropriate command to all nodes and so terminates all the worker processes.

4. Methods

4.1 Setting up an Amazon EC2 cluster for SPRINT

The process of creating an MPI cluster on Amazon EC2 is not simple and requires some experience with installing and configuring software under UNIX. There are public images available that provide some support for creating an MPI cluster. For example, the Bioconductor [7] project provides a public Amazon Machine Image (AMI) – a pre-configured operating system allowing others to instantiate virtual machines from the image – with a pre-installed version of R, Bioconductor packages, as well as the MPICH2 library [23] and scripts that after some modification will allow users to launch additional images and run MPI jobs. However, at the time of writing, this Bioconductor AMI can only be used in Amazon’s US-East-1 Region. Moreover, configuring an AMI manually enabled control of every aspect of the installation so allowing the authors to investigate the optimum configurations for SPRINT.

We therefore set up our own AMI with the Ubuntu 10.04 Operating System deployed on the Standard On-Demand Extra Large instance type (m1.xlarge) with 15 GB of physical memory, and 4 virtual cores with 2 EC2 Compute Units each. According to Amazon [20], one EC2 Compute Unit provides the equivalent CPU capacity of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor. The instance interconnect is unidentified and described only by a high I/O performance parameter that indicates the instance has a larger allocation of shared I/O resources. Setting up our own instance from scratch also allowed full control of its configuration so that it could be optimised for SPRINT usage and to assess the overhead in doing so.

At the time that the benchmarks were run using the above instance, the Amazon HPC instances were not available. Whilst these HPC instances did become available before the article was submitted this was only in the US East Region. Benchmarking SPRINT on these HPC instances is therefore future work particularly as they become more widely available.
4.2 Benchmarking

Three representative SPRINT functions have been benchmarked to investigate how these perform in the Amazon Cloud environment.

The data used in the benchmarks was gleaned from Agilent Mouse Oligo Microarray V2 (G4121B). Each array allows measurement of 22,393 probe transcripts’ mRNA level. The dataset contains 75 biological samples hybridised to 75 arrays, divided into 3 biological conditions, with each condition comprising 25 of the arrays, and each array within a condition measuring one of the 30min interval time points from 0min to 720min. The data was background corrected and normalised in R. Due to security concerns surrounding Cloud computing, the data was made anonymous with all metadata information stripped out and the order of rows randomised [37]. Cloud security and therefore its usability for analysis of vulnerable genomic data is a serious problem and a topic for another paper.

To conduct the benchmarks, three functions have been selected whose, implementation has required different aspects of parallel programming. Each function’s behaviour is different when it comes to I/O operation intensity, data distribution and inter-node communication. This should allow one to better understand and identify the strengths and weaknesses of a computational Cloud for HPC genomic analyses. The selected functions are the SPRINT parallel implementations of the R Pearson correlation function \texttt{pcor}, the partitioning around medoids function \texttt{ppam} and the multi-purpose \texttt{papply}. All three functions were included in a single R script with the results passed from one function to another to form a complete workflow. The numbers of genes selected for the experiment from the previously described data were 14,821 and 29,642. The larger dataset was created by combining filtered data for two different conditions. Two datasets were used in the benchmarks to examine how SPRINT performance on the EC2 was affected by an increase in size of dataset. The time required for the initial microarray data load is not included in the results reported below, only the total time spent in each function. The timings were repeated 5 times and the mean value used to calculate the speedup. Due to the shared nature of Cloud environments, the results obtained are more variable than on an infrastructure where one has exclusive access. This was particularly noticeable in the longer running benchmarks where there was far greater variability compared to the quicker running results. Due to memory constraints when analysing data sets of this size, it was not possible to run the full workflow using the sequential R implementations of these functions. The presented speedup is therefore relative to the execution time on two processors.

The R script starts by calculating a distance matrix of expression profiles between genes using the \texttt{pcor} function. The genes that show similar expression levels are clustered into 24 groups by \texttt{ppam}, the parallel partitioning around medoids function. The size of a distance matrix is 1.6 GB or 6.6 GB depending on the number of genes used in a run. Finally, just for benchmark purposes, a dummy function sub-sampling the expression levels in each group is applied using \texttt{papply}.

4.3 The Effects of End-User Location

Regional cost differences, dependent on where an instance is deployed, are known to exist in Amazon EC2. We, however, chose to test whether differences exist dependent on a user’s job submission location and whether they are significant enough to make it advantageous for a business or research institution to submit a job to Amazon EC2 from one location than any other. To examine such differences, we submitted a job from two distant and distinct locations in the world, the UK and Thailand.
We ran our distributed application over two Standard On-Demand Large EC2 instances (m1.large) each with 7.5 GB of main memory, and 2 cores each with 2 EC2 Compute Units. These instances were located in the US East Region within the us-east-1b Availability Zone. The job ran the `pcor` function processing a randomly generated dataset consisting of 11,000 genes and 321 samples building upon previous work of benchmarking `pcor` on both the Edinburgh Compute Data Facility (ECDF) Cluster [9] and HECToR [35]. The principal focus was to create an experiment that was fair and consistent across runs, hence a collection of scripts was created to automatically instantiate instances, setup the experiment, run the experiment and teardown instances allowing the experiment to be run consistently by multiple researchers regardless of whether they were in the UK or Thailand. In collaboration with Dr Sornthep Vannarat, Head of the Large Scale Simulation Laboratory from the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC), the experiment could be performed in Thailand. Once the computation was complete, the cost and resource usages were obtained from the Amazon EC2 invoice and resource Usage Report (a simple xml or csv file) respectively.

To ensure the results were valid, confirmation was required that Dr Vannarat’s Amazon EC2 account was tied to an address in Thailand, otherwise if not, different charges could be seen. Another option, later ruled out, was to submit a job via a Thai Virtual Private Network (VPN) from the UK, however charges would still be tied to the Amazon EC2 UK account, incurring UK costs as explained in the results section later in this paper.

### 4.4 Resource Underutilization

The idea of reserving more resources, while only using a small percentage of each to potentially increase performance, is counter-intuitive. This may not occur for other platforms, however, because of the time-shared nature of cloud computing, resource contentions will arise. To provide evidence of this, we performed an experiment running SPRINT in two different cloud configurations running a number of EC2’s Standard On-Demand Large instances. Exploring underutilization using Large instances allows us to uncover the effects of not only the consequences of CPU contention but also how communication between them affects the computation. Using Amazon’s dedicated HPC instances, such as Cluster Compute instances, would have only allowed us to investigate CPU contention, as fewer of these instances would be required. Testing SPRINT on Amazon’s HPC instances is future work. The functions used were the `pcor` and `pmaxT` parallel functions where the latter is computationally intensive as opposed to the memory bound function `pcor`, and processes a randomly generated dataset consisting of 6,102 genes and 76 samples per gene with a permutation count of 150,000. The `pcor` function used the same input data set as the previous experiment on End User Location.

The two cases used to explore underutilization are defined below.

- **Case 1**: processes are run on separate instances using only one core on each, ie, half of the processing capacity available. For example, 4 processes would run over 4 instances consuming only one core of each.
- **Case 2**: processes are run on each core of an instance, fully utilizing the instance’s computational resources. For example, to instantiate 2 processes, we would deploy 1 Large EC2 instance consuming both its cores as opposed to running 2 instances in Case 1; the use of 4 cores would be spread over 2 large instances etc.
5. Results and discussion

5.1 Cloud Set-up on Amazon EC2

Before deploying all the necessary software on Amazon EC2, the storage mechanism needs to be chosen. Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) is designed to be a reliable and scalable Internet storage that provides a web service interface. It is possible to access Amazon S3 storage from the multiple EC2 instances that are required to run SPRINT in the EC2 Cloud. However, whilst the S3 performance may be enough to handle even the busiest website traffic, it is not designed to work with I/O intensive HPC applications. The Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) is a new type of storage that is designed specifically to work with Amazon EC2 instances. EBS behaves just like an external hard drive that is attached to our virtual machine. It is designed to have significantly lower latency and higher throughput than Amazon S3. There have been several attempts to benchmark the S3 versus EBS performance [24]. These show very variable results that depend hugely on the network traffic and Cloud load. Generally the conclusion from these is that EBS is much faster for frequent reads and writes. SPRINT is typically used to process very large data sets, the analysis of which would be intractable on standard IT infrastructure. Disk performance is therefore vital for some of the SPRINT-enabled R functions programs to scale on large computing clusters due to the amount of I/O needed to manipulate these large data sets.

Amazon EBS allows the creation of volumes that can be mounted as devices by EC2 instances, this works well as long as there is no need to share data concurrently. The problem in such circumstances is that it is not possible to attach a single EBS volume to multiple instances at the same time. This situation is required to run SPRINT, However, this limitation can be overcome with widely available, common solutions. The Network File System (NFS) enables direct access to files located on remote systems that are connected to a network. Setting up an NFS server on the master node allows us to expose the EBS drive to other instances in the cluster. The configuration process is similar to that of a traditional cluster with one exception, the security settings. It is important to configure your security group accordingly, so only the machines you trust will have access to the files that you are sharing. This is an important consideration when dealing with sensitive or confidential data.

The next step is to install all the required software. SPRINT is recommended for running with the MPICH2 implementation of the MPI-2 library. R and the SPRINT package are installed on to the master node. Finally the last step is to configure the MPICH daemon by modifying the appropriate MPI configuration files. The file mpd.conf contains a secretword parameter that needs to be equivalent on all nodes. The mpd.hosts file contains the list of all nodes in the cluster and the number of available cores and so needs to be modified. Once this is finished a snapshot of the AMI instance can be taken and used as a template to create additional nodes. It is important to modify the MPI configuration files on the additional nodes. The mpdboot command can now be used to start the cluster and the mpdallexit command will shut it down. The mpdtrace command lists all nodes in the cluster and is a useful command to test if the cluster has launched properly. At this point it should now be possible to run a parallel job on the EC2 cluster using the mpiexec command.

5.2 Benchmarking

The benchmark results shown in Figure 2 are for the dataset with 14,821 genes and 75 biological samples. Here all the functions show relatively good speedup as the number of the processes increases. Petrou [35] and Piotrowski et al [11] have previously shown that, with a suitably sized dataset, pcor and ppam exhibit near linear scaling on up to 32 processes on a Cray XT supercomputer consisting of 1416 compute blades each with four quad core processor sockets where the CPUs were AMD 2.3 GHz Opteron chips with 8 GB of
memory. These blades were connected via the proprietary CRAY SEASTAR2 interconnect with access to high performance parallel I/O disk storage as opposed to network attached storage. In Figure 2 the speedup of `pcor` and `ppam` between 2 and 4 processes is definitely weaker than when moving from 4 to 8 processes i.e. moving from 1 Extra Large instance to 2 instances. This could be explained by the fact that when the program is run using 4 cores all the processes have to compete for the same resources on the same instance, e.g. access to same system for reading/writing to disk, thus less performance is gained. However, as mentioned previously, exact interpretation of results can be difficult due to the variability in performance as a result of the shared nature of the EC2 infrastructure. The speedup for both `pcor` and `ppam` tails off for 32 processes. The `pcor` function replicates the input data on all processors before the computation is started. For small data sets and large numbers of processes the time required for sending the input data can overshadow the computation time. As we will see later Figure 2 is the only scenario where we managed to get some speedup from the `ppam` function with a small number of processes.

The `papply` function shows the most stable speedup up and scales up to 32 processes (ie. 8 Extra Large instances). Scaling of the `papply` method depends on the actual function that is passed as an argument. The in-lined function used in the benchmark resamples the data $N$ times where $N$ is the length of the data set and performs some simple computation. This is an ideal scenario for parallelisation since inter-process communication is minimal and the cost of distributing the data and gathering the result is small compared to the computation time.

The benchmark results for the data set with 29,642 genes are shown in Figure 3. With the increased data set size, the `pcor` function exhibits much better parallel efficiency and has almost linear speed-up i.e. the performance nearly doubles for twice the number of processors. The function scales well with the size of data and together with the equally well performing `papply` method, shows that shared utilisation and variable performance of the Amazon EC2 interconnection does not affect the overall performance of such algorithms, where the ratio of computation to communication is high, provided there is sufficient data to process.

The partitioning around medoids function behaves differently. It performs a lot of I/O operations and its parallel implementation requires that the participating processes exchange data many times with each other. Whilst the `ppam` function enables R users to process data larger than the available memory it does so by utilising file mapping and this results in frequent disk access. This requires a fast interconnect and efficient I/O in order for it to scale to higher numbers of processes. Clearly Figure 3 shows that the solution adopted with the relatively fast EBS exposed to all nodes by the NFS on the master node is probably not efficient enough and is the main performance bottleneck. This can be seen when comparing these results with previous benchmarks conducted on a local cluster that achieved much better scaling [11]. These were performed on a shared memory cluster with 8 dual-core processors, where each process had simultaneous access to data stored on a disk. Another attempt to parallelise the PAM algorithm using Amazon EC2 and the MapReduce approach [22] showed that not all parallel algorithms fit the simple divide and conquer approach that is the most efficient strategy when utilising and scaling up on Cloud infrastructures. However it is important to bear in mind that the results do indicate that the cloud infrastructure can be used to process a size of dataset untenable on a local resource due to memory constraints.

Similarly, whilst the SPRINT `ppam` does not scale well on EC2 its performance is still significantly better than the original serial R implementation even on a single node. Figure 4 compares running on EC2, both the original serial R implementation and the optimised and
parallelised **ppam** available in SPRINT. Although no speedup is achieved increasing the number of processors, the time required to cluster the data on 2 processes using **ppam** is approximately 8 seconds while the time spent on a single processor using the **pam** function required 752 seconds to complete.

### 5.2 End-User Location

From Table I we can see that the total cost of running two large instances for the same period of time, including other associated costs such as data transfer and I/O requests, is more expensive when the job is submitted from the UK than in Thailand. This is caused by the level of taxation within the two countries where the UK charges Value Added Tax (VAT) at 20%, hence an increase in $0.42, whereas Thailand charges no taxes. For small and cash-flow sensitive businesses and research institutions, this difference may have a significant impact on growth, for example, a business spending $4000 on cloud costs per month. For one year of use, the contribution to VAT at 20% would be $9600; more than two months of cloud usage. The impact of VAT differentiation on market share has been studied across Europe and found to have a highly significant impact, for example a 10-15% reduction in price leading to predicted increases in demand of 70% [36]; VAT is therefore one of the many important choices a global organization must factor into account when choosing where to operate from and provides a significant incentive for businesses adopting a cloud model to migrate data to regions where running costs are lower.

Note that total running costs must take into account regional cost differences and whether tax is charged; prices specified by Amazon are not taxed however if VAT is charged in your country, additional costs apply. In such cases, taxes are calculated based on the address of a user’s account and so the service might be outsourced to a tax-free region, reducing the direct cost of the final service offered to the consumer, making it possible to price any service provided with more sensitivity to the competition.

Alongside monitoring experiment costs, the amount of resources used was also obtained. Table I shows significant differences for I/O requests and Internet Data Transfer (IDT) inwards. 70MB’s of extra data transferred to the US Region from the UK was recorded, accounting for an addition of $0.01 compared to the Thailand run. This is likely caused by data retransmissions when transmitting data to the instances and installing the necessary packages for the SPRINT experiment to run. This table also shows 37,580 fewer recorded I/O requests from the UK, accounting for $0.01 less than its counterpart, hence levelling the costs of both runs. Why such a phenomenon occurs is likely to result from EC2’s underlying storage reading and writing mechanisms, however experimentation to uncover the exact cause of this variability is future work.

The structure of Amazon EC2 may also bring limitations to those with applications that require the highest performance available or those with data privacy issues. In the former case, an application that transfers large amounts of data from an external web service in the UK to run computations, would perform better if the instances were located in Amazon’s European Region as opposed to the US or Asia Region, due to the locality of the data. In this case, we may see an increase in data transmission and computation speeds. Hence an organisation must perform a full analysis of their computation job to determine it characteristics - for example, whether data must be transferred long distances - allowing a decision to be made on whether lower costs or higher performance is of utmost importance.

In the latter case of data privacy, organisations may be disadvantaged by regulations from countries within their continent that do not have an Amazon Region present (e.g. Africa or Australia) if no cloud or virtualisation based providers operate locally. A business or research institution with sensitive data may not be allowed to use computational services.
residing in other Regions, hence reducing its competitiveness with others where a cloud service present. These aspects, dependent on a business’s location factors, must be taken into account in its start-up stages and must be monitored throughout its lifetime to increase its competitiveness within its market.

5.3 Resource Underutilization

Figure 5 shows the results from the two cases used to explore resource underutilization. This Figure shows the obtained completion times according to the number of processes/cores used on each platform. We see that Case 1 and Case 2 provide different times where the former is slower running on 2 cores over 2 instances as opposed to 2 cores on a single instance. This is attributed to the network communication involved between the instances but also the network’s performance. However for 4 cores and above, Case 1’s completion time is faster for both functions giving two possible explanations: (i) either the larger amount of resources available overall gives a greater speedup than Case 2 or (ii) using both cores of an instance actually degrades performance as opposed to using the same number of cores spread over the same number of instances to cores.

Upon investigation, the former explanation can be disregarded. The pcor function and its parameters, did not strain the resources available of even a single instance, hence increasing the resources available overall would not decrease the function’s completion time, ruling out why Case 1 performs better when the number of cores are greater than two. This also suggests that Amazon EC2’s network performance, which has been found to be poor in comparison to HPC platforms ([25], [26], [27]), offers better performance than that of resource sharing on the same physical server, in this case. Therefore to increase performance, avoiding contention to access shared resources such as CPU, memory and networking, one can instantiate a greater number of resources. In this case, we see that using 50% of the resources gives greater performance than full utilization. This may increase costs, however [28] found that costs can actually decrease if the number of resources reserved and utilization levels are correct. For small cash-flow sensitive businesses, reducing the time and money consumed while running jobs, should be of great importance. For example, the 70 second time difference between the 4 core scenario of running pmaxT in the two different configurations, could increase running costs by $0.68 per run via Case 2. If this job were repeated multiple times per day each day, the money potentially saved via a Case 1 configuration, could be substantial after the period of one year. Hence, this raises interesting research questions on whether businesses themselves should spend more to find their optimal job configuration to lower costs overall, over a longer time period.

6. Related Work

A number of different researchers have performed detailed examinations into the performance of the Amazon EC2, some focussed solely on performance variability. However we must not forget other cloud solutions exist, such as Google AppEngine, Microsoft Azure and Rackspace, to name a few. While Amazon EC2 may be today’s most popular cloud, analysing the performance and cost variability of other providers is essential.

Iosup et al [29] examine the long-term performance variability of EC2 paying particular attention to the variability of many AWS services that are connected to EC2 such as SimpleDB and the Simple Queue Service. They also consider AppEngine’s Python environment showing the completion time differences over the period of a year, as well as the variability of other related services, such as Memcache and Datastore.

Schad et al, [30] investigate the variability of EC2’s CPU, I/O and network performance via micro-benchmarks. They show that small and large instances suffer from large performance
variations, which may be partly caused by the underlying hardware an instance is deployed on, such as the AMD versus Intel processors. They also show variations exist between Availability Zones, both in terms of network and CPU performance. A further study would be required to determine the optimum hardware setup and Availability Zone to deploy a computation job in order to boost profits.

Performance variability has also been evaluated in relation to underutilization. Iakymchuk et al [28] show that considerable improvements in speed, of up to two orders of magnitude, can be explained though under-utilization, by investigating CPU and cache contention. They also show that virtualization contributes little to performance degradation, as does [26], and that EC2 nodes can perform as well as nodes found in current HPC platforms. However [26] concludes that, overall, the current state of the cloud cannot be compared to HPC platforms. This position is widely acknowledged [32], however Hill et al [31] demonstrate that EC2’s performance can be compared to a commodity Gigabit Ethernet-based cluster, making any conclusion premature. Indeed, the comprehensive study by Armbrust et al [33] discussing a wide range of issues regarding cloud computing, notes that the top 10 obstacles facing cloud platforms include unpredictability with reference to I/O performance.

7. Conclusions

Cloud computing provides an interesting alternative and provides new possibilities for smaller research labs with limited funds for computing infrastructure. In this paper we have demonstrated that a computing cluster on the Amazon EC2 can be set up and used to run HPC software for genomics analysis. The process of installing on and configuring the EC2 cluster and all the required software components is not trivial. However, there are a number of ready to use Amazon Machine Images with preinstalled MPI libraries and scripts that automate the cluster instantiation process. The resulting benchmarks of the SPRINT software on the EC2 cluster has revealed that problems that are easy to parallelise, where computation can be easily divided into smaller tasks with minimum amounts of inter-process communication, should scale very well in a cloud environment.

Due to I/O performance, unspecified physical location of nodes and the interconnect bandwidth being shared with other users; a cloud environment is better suited to those problems that can be tackled using MapReduce or similar approaches than those that require fine-grained parallelisation. There is currently no guarantee that resources provided by the Amazon EC2 are in the same physical location. They are located in the same availability zone but may be scattered among several data centres within that zone. The resources like interconnect and data stores are also shared between other users. More complex applications that require frequent disk access or inter-node communication may require dedicated clusters to perform and scale well in the Cloud. These services are becoming available [34] but at the time of writing are only available in the United States.

By running the same application from two distinct parts of the world, we showed that contrasting costs emerge due to the local taxes employed by the country, adding a new dimension to the flexibility provided by a cloud solution that may impact competitiveness and hence new business start-ups. We also discussed that the competitiveness of some businesses may be limited due to the increased performance they require from the cloud or from data privacy laws restricting where data can be sent for data processing. We then examined some performance aspects of EC2, especially with respect to job configuration where the underutilization of resources can actually increase overall performance, similar to [28] who explore this point further by showing that costs can also decrease. Obtaining the correct configuration for optimum performance and cost is an ongoing problem for researchers and practitioners as it will affect a business’s long-term sustainability in the face
of increasing competition. A complete analysis would require a vast range of application types to be tested, however it is clear that decisions to set up a business in a specific location and decisions about configurations of the services on which the business depend strongly on the business type, the business growth stage and the characteristics of service quality in the markets within which they compete.
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Figure 1.
The SPRINT Framework Architecture as described in [22].
Figure 2.
Speed-up of pcor, ppam, papply in the workflow for a dataset with 14,821 genes and 75 biological samples
Figure 3.
Speed-up for pcor, ppam and papply in the workflow on a dataset of 29,642 genes and 75 biological samples
Figure 4. Execution time of the serial R partitioning around medoids function on 1 processor versus its SPRINT ppam optimised version on multiple processors (2, 4, 8, 16).
Figure 5.
Time taken to complete runs for pcor and pmaxT in different resource utilization scenarios
## Table I

### Difference in Resource Usage between the UK and Thailand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>IDT Data In</th>
<th>IDT Data Out</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>I/O Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>$2.52</td>
<td>0.274 GB</td>
<td>0.008 GB</td>
<td>0.151 GB</td>
<td>46,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>0.205 GB</td>
<td>0.007 GB</td>
<td>0.151 GB</td>
<td>84,103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>